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Docket number: 05200010

June 25, 2012
Attn: David Misenhimer
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Subject:

NRC Requests for Additional Informati on Related to the Audit of the
Economic Simplified Boiling Water R eactor (ESBWR) Steam Dr yer
Design Methodology Supporting Chapter 3 of the ESBWR Design
Control Document – Draft Response for RAI 3.9-278

Reference:
1. MFN 12-037, Letter from USNRC to Je rald G. Head, GEH, Subj ect: Request for
Additional Information Le tter No. 414 relat ed to ESBWR Des ign Certification
Application (DCD) Revision 9, received May 1, 2012
In regard to the Requests for Additional Information transmitted in your May 1, 2012
Letter, Reference 1, to support the
NRC ESBWR Steam Drye r Methodology Audit
conducted March 21 – 23, 2012 Docket
5200010, please find attached the draft
response for RAI 3.9-278.
Enclosure 1 contains the complete draft response, with proprietary information identified
within brackets [[ ]], and designated in r ed and dotted underline te xt, to assist in
identification. The proprietary information, as identified by GE Hit achi Nuclear Energy,
should be protected accordingly.
Enclosure 2 contains the draft response wit h the proprietary information redacted, and
is acceptable for public release. Enclosure 3 provides an affidavit which sets forth the
basis for requesting that Enclosure 1 be withheld from the public.
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If you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact Peter Yandow at 910819-6378.
Sincerely,

ftdr ;1'.,/d.Jerald G. Head
Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs

Commitments: No commitments are made.

Enclosures:
1. Draft Response to RAJ 3.9-278 - Proprietary version
2. Draft Response to RAJ 3.9-278 - Non-Proprietary version
3. Affidavit for MFN 12-049

cc: Glen Watford, GEH
Peter Yandow, GEH
Patricia Campbell, GEH
Mark Colby, GEH
Scott Bowman, GEH
Draft eDRF Section 0000-0148-6724

Enclosure 2
MFN 12-049
Draft Response for RAI 3.9-278
Non-Proprietary Version
This is a non-proprietary version of Enclosure 1, from which the proprietary information
has been removed. Portions of the document that have been removed are identified by
white space within double brackets, as shown here [[ ]].
IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING CONTENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT
Please Read Carefully
The information contained in this document is furnished solely for the purpose(s) stated
in the transmittal letter. The only undertakings of GEH with respect to information in this
document are cont ained in t he contracts between GEH and it s customers or
participating utilities, and nothi ng contained in this document shall be co nstrued as
changing that contract. The us e of this information by anyone for any p urpose other
than that for which it is intended is not authorized; and with respect to any unauthorized
use, GEH makes no representation or war ranty, and assumes no liability as to the
completeness, accuracy, or usefulness of the information contained in this document.
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NRC RAI 3.9-278
Summary: The staff’ s question is in regard to
resulting from the failure of welds.

describing the pot ential for loose parts

GEH is requested to discuss the potential for l oose parts resulting from the failure of
welds (such as partial penetration welds) . GEH is r equested to discuss the design
criterion that the steam dryer must retain its structural integrity without the generation of
loose parts in the reactor coolant and ma in steam systems. GEH is requested to
discuss this design criterion in c omparison to its evaluation of the report dated January
24, 2012, reviewed during the audit.
GEH Response
NRC staff members reviewed GEH internal
documentation (i.e., the report dated
January 2012) related to Part ial Joint Penetration (PJP) groove welds during the Marc h
21 – 23 audit. NRC staff members review
ed this documentation again during an
inspection of the Economic Simplified Boiling Water R eactor (ESBWR), conducted at
the GEH facility in Wilmington, NC, on A pril 16 – 17, 2012. During the inspection, NRC
staff identified three concerns that were captured by GEH for corrective action. Some of
the information from the GEH corrective ac tion response has been incorporated [1].
Discussions with the NRC staff did not id entify any new technic al concerns, but were
limited to the adequacy of the documentation that was reviewed.
In the response to RAI 3.9-277 (and earlier, in the response to RAI 3.9-214 S02) GEH
explains that it intends to eliminate the applicat ion of PJP welds in the design of the
ESBWR steam dryer. On this basis, a hypothetic al failure of a steam dryer PJP weld is
not likely to pose a concern for the ESBWR
steam dryer. However, this response
discusses steam dryer PJP groove welds and loose parts in gen eral (i.e., in the context
of the January 2012 report reviewed by the staff).
1. Operating Experience Summary
Steam dryer Operating Experience (OE) is rele vant to the discuss ion of potential loose
parts resulting from the failure of welds. GEH steam dryer designs and design practices
have remained relativ ely consistent over the years and PJP welds have never been
prohibited (as well as fillet weld s, intermittent welds, and other types of welded joint s
that could be cons idered to have reduced strength in comparison to a full penetration
groove weld). Furthermore, the Quad Cit ies and Dres den events are the only known
instances of steam dryer fatigue cracki
ng and degradation that resulted in the
generation of loose parts withi n a reactor. Other than these events, which had som e
unique assignable causes, OE demonstrates t hat GEH steam dryer designs are able to
perform adequately and have a low potential for creating loose parts.
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1.1 The Quad Cities and Dresden Failures
The operational history of BW Rs has identified three instances in two s ister plants
where the presence of a signific ant resonance peak associated with the ac oustic loads
at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) condit ions, in co mbination with the steam dryer
structural design, resulted in significant structural failu res and the generation of loos e
parts. In the first occurrence, continued oper ation post failure resulted in the generation
of a loose part that was trans ported to the main steamli ne (MSL). The confluence of
several key factors led to the outer hood failures experienced at Quad Cities and the
fatigue cracking experienced at Dresden:


The BWR/3 square hood dryer (bank) des ign used in the Quad Cities
and
Dresden units was vulnerable to high pr essure loads. The hood pane ls are
supported only on the periphery, resulting in long unsupported spans. The long
unsupported hood panels made the hood susceptible to pressure loading at low
frequencies. In addition, guss et plates for internal diagonal hood braces were
used in the interior corner between the ve rtical hood panel and the top panel.
The corners of these gusset plat es introduced stress risers in the hood panels
where the fatigue cracks initiated.



The MSL flow velocities, which drive the pressure loading on the dryer during
normal operation, are approximately 15 % higher at Quad Cities and Dresden
than the rest of the BWR fleet.



A resonance peak was introduced at incr eased steam flow conditions at the
Quad Cities plant and was the result of plant specific geometry in the Safety
Relief Valve (SRV) standpipes in the MSL1. The SRV acoustic resonance (driven
by the vortex s hedding phenomenon due to steam flow across the entrance to
the SRV standpipe) had matched the cove r plate natural frequency, which
created excessive vibration and led to a high cycle fatigue failure.

As a result of these failures in 2002 and 2 003, the BWR industry has taken actions that
provide assurance that this type of event will not occ ur in the future. Spec ifically, these
actions have included the use of impr
oved steam dryer mechanical designs, the
development and qualific ation of advanc ed acoustical me thods for predicting loa ds,
implementation of deta iled structural evaluations, inst allation and monitoring of
instrumentation on MSLs, and rigorous ins pection programs for existing and new steam
dryers.
From the EPU operating experience at Quad Cities, Dresden, and t he remainder of the
BWR fleet, it can be c oncluded that the EPU steam dryer fa tigue cracking experienced
at the Quad Cities and Dresd en plants was the result of
a unique combination of

1

The Dresden units are virtually identical to Quad Cities with the exception that Dresden did not
experience the extreme SRV resonance loads at full power. The Dresden SRV standpipe design is a
smaller diameter than the standpipes at Quad Cities and, as a result, the acoustic resonance occurs at
lower MSL flow velocities. The plant passes through the SRV resonance before reaching full power.
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factors2. These factors have not been observed in the rest of the BWR fleet and do not
indicate a concern for PJP welds . The combination of improved dryer design , relatively
low MSL flow velocities at EPU, and lowe r potential SRV ac oustic resonance loads
make significant dryer structural integrity issues unlikely at EPU for the rest of the BW R
fleet, even for plants using the original steam dryers. New plants, such as the ESBWR,
can take advantage of the le ssons learned from Quad Citi es and Dresden to design a
“quiet plant.”
1.2 Power Uprates Approved Prior to the Quad Cities Failures
Almost all of the domestic BWRs have impl emented stretch power uprates (~105% of
original licensed thermal power). Severa l plants hav e implemented EPU in the sam e
time frame as the Quad Cities plants. Thes e plants are listed in Table 1-1. The EPU
license amendment submittals were all a pproved by the NRC prior to the failures
observed at Quad Cities.
The plants listed in Table 1-1 all use the
original steam dryers. The steam dryer
structural evaluations perfo rmed in support of the EPU lic ensing for these plants were
limited to demonstrating that the primary stress acceptance criteria were met for normal,
upset, and faulted conditions. No detailed pl ant-specific structural evaluations wer e
performed to assess the potential for fati gue cracking during nor mal operation at EPU
conditions. Minor modifications were made t o the Brunswick dryers following the Quad
Cities failures; no modifications were made to the dryers for the other plants.
Table 1-1 Steam dryer EPU operating experience –
Plants approved prior to Quad Cities
Plant (Dryer Model3)
Monticello (BWR/3)
Hatch 1 (BWR/4)
Hatch 2 (BWR/5)
Duane Arnold (BWR/4)
Brunswick 1 & 2 (BWR/4)
Clinton (BWR/6)

Dryer Design
Original (same design as QC)
Original Equipment
Original Equipment
Original Equipment
Modified (minor)
Original Equipment

Cofrentes (BWR/6)

Original Equipment

Uprate Information
106% (1998)
115% (13% in 1998, 15% in 2003)
115% (13% in 1998, 15% in 2003)
120% (2001)
120% (2002)
120% (2002),
currently operating at 117%
112% (2003)

There have been no fatigue cracking iss ues reported for the dryers in Table 1-1 that
have been attributed to EPU operation. At
the Cofrentes plant, fatigue cracks were
observed in the attachment welds for the outlet end plate after reaching the current EPU

2

An unabridged discussion of the Quad Cities and Dresden events is provided in Reference 1.
In general, BWR/3 plants use the square hood design. Similarly, the slant hood design was introduced
with the BWR/4, and the curved hood design has been applied in BWR/5 and 6 plants. Note that Hatch 2
is a BWR/4, but has a curved hood steam dryer.

3
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power level; however, cracks in these locations have also been reported in other curved
hood dryers operating at Origin al Licensed Thermal Power (OLTP) and stretch power
uprate conditions. This fatigue cracking experi ence is indicative of a weakness in the
design of the outlet end plate attachment for those dryers. The outlet end plate ha s
been redesigned for the replacement steam dryers.
1.3 Post Quad Cities Power Uprates
Following the Quad Cities dryer failures, deta iled steam dryer stru ctural evaluations
have been required as part of the EPU licensing submittals. In addition to the primary
stress evaluations, these plant-specific analyses use measured plant acoustic load data
to demonstrate that the dryers have adequate fatigue margin during normal operation at
EPU conditions to preclude th e type of dryer failure experi enced at Quad Cities. The
fatigue analysis results must show that t here is sufficient structural margin to bound
analytical bias errors and uncertainties an d demonstrate a substantial margin to the
alternating stress limit. The need to be able
to explicitly demonstrate this degree of
structural margin has resulted in subst
antial steam dryer modifications (Vermont
Yankee, Hope Creek, and Nine M ile Point 2) or dryer replacements (Susquehanna 1
and 2, Monticello, and Grand Gulf). Thes e modifications or replacements make the
potential for significant dryer structural integrity issues at EPU conditions even more
remote. Table 1-2 provides a summary of relevant OE. Ther e have been no crac k
indications or concerns related to PJP welds.
Table 1-2 Power uprates approved after December 2001
Plant
Quad Cities 1

Uprate
Information
17.8% (2001)

Quad Cities 2

17.8% (2001)

Dresden 2

17% (2001)

Dresden 3

17% (2001)

Vermont Yankee

20% (2006)

Hope Creek
Nine Mile Point 2
Susquehanna 1

15% (2008)
15% (2011)
13% (2008)

Susquehanna 2

13% (2008)

4

Last Inspection4

Comment

[[

Refueling Outage (RFO)
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Uprate
Information
12.9% (TBD)
13.1% July
2012
(planned)

Last Inspection4

Comment
]]

1.4 Susquehanna Specific Experience
On March 7, 2006, an In-Vessel Visual In spection (IVVI) conduc ted on the original
Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Unit 1 steam dryer revealed [[

years [[

]] The original Unit 1 drye r had operated for more than 20

]]
Figure 1-1 also provides an illustration (visualization) of a typical application of a “minor”
or secondary weld 6,7,8 in a dryer. [[
]] Considering that ease
of manufacturing may b e
desirable, fillet and PJ P welds can be applied to connect sma ll joints where strength is
not the primary desi gn consideration; [[
]] In
contrast, connections between larger parts or components are typically designed wit h
substantially stronger welds t hat are intended to bear loads. The use of PJP welds is
typically limited to those locations where a full depth weld is not practical (e.g., distortion
versus strength requirement) or even
possible (geometry considerations are
prohibitive), or needed (e.g., welding in a th readed lifting rod or edge weld when butting
two dryer vane units together).
5

For inspection purposes, the dryer banks are labeled A through F, sequentially, starting from one outer
hood and ending at the other. Banks C and D are interior banks.
6
It is not uncommon to classify structures or members according to their application. For example, the
Reference 3 guidance for welded connections and structures provides terminology such as “primary” (or
fracture critical) and “secondary.” A primary structure covers elements whose sole failure would be
catastrophic. A secondary structure covers elements whose failure would not lead to catastrophic
collapse. The guidance notes that for some structures, failure of a single brace or its end connection is
not likely to lead to collapse under normal or even moderately severe loads.
7
Reference 4 states that primary welds transfer the entire load at the point where it is located and must
have the same strength properties as the members (if the weld fails, the member will fail). Secondary
welds are those that simply hold the parts together to form a built-up member.
8
The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division I, article NF-1215 contains similar
definitions (primary and secondary members).
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[[

]]
Figure 1-1 [[

]] on the 0 side end panel for dryer bank C

Figure 1-2 shows [[
]] In general,
PJP welds in steam dryers have been relatively minor from an overall structural strength
standpoint and the dryer subcomponents are c onstrained by other, higher strength
welds. As evidenced by Figure 1-1, [[
{3}
]] failed, loose parts would not have been generated. The m ajor dryer component s
that have PJP welds (e.g., [[
]]) do not
have high risk of becoming loose parts in
the event of cracking and subsequent
degradation in the PJP weld areas.
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[[

Figure 1-2 Original SSES steam dryer bank design

]]

As stated earlier, the comparable location [[
]]

2. Summary and Conclusions
The steam dryer does not perform a safety function and is not requi red to prevent or
mitigate the consequences of accidents.
Although the steam dryer is not a safety
related component, the steam dryer is des igned to withstand design basis event s
without the generation of l oose parts. For a potentially degraded steam dryer, the
structural integrity is considered to be adequate if the safety consequences of any loose
parts that may be generated have been previous ly analyzed to be accept able. The
ability to s hut down the reactor (control r od insertion), provide adequate core cooling,
and the ability to isolat e the main steamlines must be assured. [[
]] The
GEH Failure Modes and Effects Analys is (FMEA) performed after the Quad Cities and
Dresden events determined that safe reactor operation will not be compromised by a
potentially degraded steam dryer [2]. Regardless, the design objective is to avoid
fatigue cracking that would pose a concern for loose parts.
Section 1 provided a discussion of BWR flee t operating experience with a focus on the
Quad Cities and Dres den experience. Indust ry experience with dr yer fatigue cracking
has demonstrated that specific assignable causes drove the observed failures. These
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circumstances are not expected in other plan ts and not related to the application of PJ P
welds in steam dryers. Furthermore, based on BWR fleet operating experience, original
steam dryer designs are successfully opera ting at EPU conditions. In summary, a
review of BWR fleet experience ( lessons learned from Quad Cit ies and Dresden, power
uprated plants using original and replacemen t dryers, and SSES specific O E) does not
indicate that there are general fatigue concerns for PJP welds.
Operating BWR plant s have completed a vibr atory assessment program in order to
demonstrate satisfactory performance under licensed operating conditions. Ongoing
inspections (e.g., adherence to BWRVIP guidelines) should be sufficient to manage any
steam dryer crack indications that may em erge over time. Similarly , regulatory
requirements applied t o operating plant changes (e.g., power uprate) or new reactor s
should be sufficient to prevent any unantic ipated consequences due to fl ow-excited
resonances or FIV [ 5]. In either case (i .e., original equipment or new/replacement
dryers), partial penetration welds are no
t expected to lead to fatigue cracking,
degradation, and subsequently generate loose parts.
2.1 Relevance to the ESBWR
As noted in the introduct ion, the GEH response to RAI 3. 9-277 states that GEH intends
to eliminate PJP welds in t he ESBWR steam dryer design. Based on this , as well a s
the fact that the design mus
t conform to regulatory requirements and licensing
commitments, a hypothetical failure of a steam dryer PJP weld is not likely to pose a
concern for the ESBWR.
3. References
1. PRC 11-71 Supplement 1, Class II, June 2012.
2. GENE-0000-0018-1060-R0, Technical Assessment – Dresden Units 2 and 3,
Quad Cities Units 1 and 2 – Failure Modes and Effects Evaluation for Steam
Dryer Components, Class III, June 2003.
3. ANSI/AWS D1:1998, An American National Standard, Structural Welding Code –
Steel, 16th Edition.
4. Welding Handbook, 8th Edition, Volume 1, “Welding Technology,” American
Welding Society, 550 N.W. LeJeune Road, Miami, FL 33135, Page 163.
5. Regulatory Guide 1.20, Comprehensive Vibration Assessment Program for
Reactor Internals During Preoperational and Initial Startup Testing, Revision 3,
March 2007.
DCD/LTR Changes
No change is proposed for the DCD or referenced License Topical Reports.
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GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy Americas LLC
AFFIDAVIT
I, Jerald G. Head, state as follows:
(1) I am the Senior Vic e President, Regulato ry Affairs of GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy
Americas LLC (GEH), and have been delegated the function of reviewing the
information described in paragraph (2) wh ich is sought to be withheld, and hav e
been authorized to apply for its withholding.
(2) The information sought to be withheld is contained in Enclos ure 1 of GEH’s letter
MFN 12-049, Jerald G. Head (GEH) to David Misenhimer (NRC), “NRC Re quests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer De sign Methodology Supporting Chapter 3
of the ESBWR Design Control Document – Draft Response for RAI 3.9-278,” dated
June 25, 2012. The GEH proprietary informa tion in Enclosure 1 of MFN 12-049, is
identified by a [[ dark red font with dotted
underline inside double square
{3}
brackets ]]. Figures and large equation objects are identified with dou ble square
brackets before and after the object. In ea ch case, the superscript notation {3}
refers to Paragraph (3) of this affidavit, which provides the basis for the proprietary
determination.
(3) In making this application for
withholding and determination of proprietary
information of which it is the owner or licensee, GEH relies upon the ex emption
from disclosure set forth in the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U SC Sec.
552(b)(4), and the Trade Secret s Act, 18 US C Sec. 1905, and N RC regulations 10
CFR 9.17(a)(4), and 2.390(a)(4) for trade se crets (Exemption 4 ). The material for
which exemption from disclosure is here sought also qualifies under the narrower
definition of trade secret, within the meanings assigned to those terms for purposes
of FOIA Exemption 4 in, re spectively, Critical Mas s Energy Project v. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, 975 F2d 871 (DC Cir. 1992), and Public Citizen Healt h
Research Group v. FDA, 704 F2d 1280 (DC Cir. 1983).
(4) The information sought to be withheld is
considered to be proprietary for the
reasons set forth in paragraphs (4)a and (4)b. Some examples of categories of
information that fit into the definition of proprietary information are:
a.

Information that discloses a proc
ess, method, or apparatus, including
supporting data and analyses,
where prevention of its use by GEH's
competitors without license from GEH
constitutes a competitive econo mic
advantage over GEH and/or other companies.

b.

Information that, if used by a c ompetitor, would reduce their expenditure of
resources or improve their competitiv e position in the design, manufacture,
shipment, installation, assurance of quality, or licensing of a similar product.
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c.

Information that reveals aspects of past, present, or future GEH customerfunded development plans and pr ograms, that may include potential products
of GEH.

d.

Information that discloses trade se cret and/or potentiall y patentable subje ct
matter for which it may be desirable to obtain patent protection.

(5) To address 10 CFR 2.390(b)(4), the info rmation sought to be withheld is being
submitted to the NRC in confidence. The information is of a sort customarily held in
confidence by GEH, and is in fact so hel d. The information sought to be withhe ld
has, to the best of m y knowledge and belie f, consistently been held in c onfidence
by GEH, not been disclos ed publicly, and not been made available in public
sources. All disclosures to third parties , including any required transmittals to the
NRC, have been ma de, or must be made, pur suant to regula tory provisions or
proprietary and/or confident iality agreements that prov ide for maintaining the
information in confide nce. The initial d esignation of this information as proprietary
information and the s ubsequent steps taken to prevent its unauthorized dis closure
are as set forth in the following paragraphs (6) and (7).
(6) Initial approval of proprietary treatment of a document is m ade by the manager of
the originating component, who is the per son most likely to be acquainted with the
value and sensitivity of the information in r elation to industry knowledge, or who is
the person most likely to be subject to the terms under which it was licensed to
GEH. Access to such documents within GEH is limited to a “need to know” basis.
(7) The procedure for approval of
external release of such a document typically
requires review by the staff manager, proj ect manager, principal scientist, or other
equivalent authority for tec hnical content, competitive effect, and determination of
the accuracy of the proprietary designation. Disclosures outside GEH are limited to
regulatory bodies, customers, and potential custom ers, and their agents, suppliers,
and licensees, and others with a legitimate need for the information, and then only
in accordance with appropriate regulator
y provisions or proprietary and/or
confidentiality agreements.
(8) The information identified in paragraph (2) above is classified as proprietary
because it communicates sens itive business information regar ding commercial
communications, plans, and strategies as sociated with future actions related to
GEH's extensive body of ESBWR techno logy, design, and regulatory information
and it’s protection is important to the design certification process.
(9) Public disclosure of the information sought to be withheld is likely to caus
e
substantial harm to GEH's c ompetitive position and foreclose or reduce the
availability of prof it-making opportunities. The information is part of GEH'
s
comprehensive BWR safety and technology base,
and its commercial value
extends beyond the original dev elopment cost. The value of the technology bas e
goes beyond the extensive phy sical database and analytical methodolo gy and
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